Throughout the eighteenth century, the genre of women's poetry heavily annotated with editorializing commentary (a genre I term "scholarly verse") became increasingly prevalent. Such poetry presents an ironic reversal of conventions of gender and authority by incorporating the literal margins of the page: the female voice commands the majority of the page, while the masculine voice of empiricism, authority, and scholarly reason is pushed to the margins. This essay offers a distant reading of the range of annotations women poets provided, in order to begin new conversations about the ways women's poetry served as a site of and structure for intellectual exploration in the eighteenth century.
Eighteenth-century women's poetry is steadily being recovered and re-assessed through critical projects including Paula Backscheider's landmark Eighteenth-Century Women Poets and their Poetry: Inventing Agency, Inventing Genre (2005) , Anne Mellor's "The Female Poet and the Poetess: Two Traditions of British Women's Poetry, 1780-1830" (1997) , Isobel Armstrong and Virginia Blair's Women's Poetry in the Enlightenment: The Making of a Canon (1999) , and Gillian Wright's Producing Women's Poetry, 1600 -1730 : Text and Paratext, Manuscript and Print (2013 . However, one aspect of women's poetry has been continually eschewed in these works: the prevalence of footnotes in their poetry and these women's engagement with intellectual exploration and scholarly discourse by way of these footnotes.
It is, perhaps, all too simple to dismiss footnotes in poetry as pedantic ornamentation or as merely the hallmarks of an esoteric genre-one censured for "introducing . . . rather too much of an affectation of science" ("Rev. of Beachy Head" 41) and for perpetuating the "modern fashion of encumbering a [text] with a body of notes, swelled by quotations, which nobody reads, and everybody must pay for" ("Rev. of Roderick" 306 ). Yet, for many women writers, the act of including an extensive "body of notes" was not an engagement with a "modern fashion" but an act of exercising authority in the gendered sphere of literary genres. As such, for these writers, the incorporation of footnotes within literary works is more than a marker of historiography, in the tradition of Edward Gibbon, or of satire, in the poetic tradition of Alexander Pope. Moreover, the use of the footnote to contain, critique, and classify the information in the central poetic texts showcases these women's engagement with typically masculine intellectual discourses of history, ecology, and politics, and so forth.
In this essay, I argue that women's poetry with annotation (footnotes and endnotes) constructs a small but important canon of women's intellectual and imaginative literature of the long eighteenth century. Indeed, the prevalence of this genre implores us to consider more carefully the ways that women writers engaged in historical, political, and ecological discourse in a literary mode that was safe or acceptable for female authorship: poetry. In poetry, women could subvert these gendered restrictions by including their own scholarly contributions, but to couch those contributions in the margins. Such poetry presents an ironic reversal of conventions of gendered authority by incorporating the literal margins of the page: the voice coded as female commands the majority of the page, while the voice of empiricism, authority, and scholarly reason-coded as male-is pushed to the margins. The result, I suggest, is the heavily annotated genre of poetry that I term "scholarly verse" ( fig. 1 ). Due it its prevalence throughout the long eighteenth century-particularly among women writers-this genre deserves our critical attention.
Such poems and their marginal paratexts represent an important canon of women's intellectual and imaginative literature. The genre of eighteenth-century scholarly verse, as I suggest, flourished as a haven for women writers to advance historical, ecological, and political thought in literary arenas that were not reserved for men. Understanding these intersections can allow us to better understand the complexities of female authorship and authority throughout the eighteenth century.
Females, Footnotes, and Scholarly Verse
On looking into the works catalogued in Paula R. Backscheider's extensive bibliography in Eighteenth-Century Women Poets and their Poetry, we can observe the trends in published volumes of poetry with notes by women over the course of the long eighteenth century ( Figure  2 ): the genre began slowly in the early decades, with annotated mytho-historical works, such as Elizabeth Tollett's "Anne Boleyn to King Henry VIII. An Epistle" (1724) and Jane Brereton's Merlin (1735) as well as loco-descriptive verse, including Mary Chandler's A Description of Bath (1733). Scholarly verse waned slightly in the mid century before burgeoning in the 1780s and 90s with the heavily annotated poetry of politically engaged and prolific poets like Anna Seward, Charlotte Smith, Helen Maria Williams, and Ann Yearsley. We might interpret this prevalence as a material or textual reaction to the intellectual and political climate shaped by the American and French Revolutions, indicating what Mellor has determined as the "explicitly political" position of the female poet and the inherently didactic nature of her poetry (82, 85) and supporting Backscheider's assessment that "the women poets of the 1790s had inherited and brought to maturity the potential for power in the public sphere" (Eighteenth-Century 8). Indeed, as Evelyn B. Tribble has suggested, the shape of the page often becomes "more than usually visible" at periods when "paradigms for receiving the past are under stress" (229) such as during the age of Revolution when narratives of history, nation, and belonging were continually challenged. We might also read these numbers as indicative of what Clifford Siskin and William Warner have described as the "turn toward more specialized and localized knowledges and practices" (26) within an increasingly empirical eighteenth century.
Of the forty-three poets surveyed in Backscheider's critical volume, twenty-four of them produce forty-two volumes of poetry that incorporate annotations. Within the forty-two volumes of annotated verse by these twenty-four women, a desire for objectivity and empiricism shapes the content of many of the annotations, with women asserting their roles as poets and as natural historians, literary critics, and political activists. The topics discussed in their annotations can be classified into nine broad categories: These categories are hardly exhaustive and hardly mutually exclusive amongst themselvesmany notes can fall into multiple categories (a literary quotation might offer social criticism, for instance), and many volumes include a range of topics within the notes. Yet, identifying trends and themes across the range of annotations and use of marginal spaces offers a useful starting point for continued excavations of this oft-overlooked but prevalent genre. Within a single poem, the poet takes readers through multiple genres and multiple textual spaces (central page and margin-even into other books). Not unlike women writers using the form of the novel to engage with historical, political, and scientific discourse , these writers utilized page space to impart their own critical authority in a literary form that would have been more acceptable for women conducting scholarship, veiling it as verse. Annotations, I argue here, offer the writer with a greater range of authorizing maneuvers. They can establish authority for the poet's voice via that of an editor, setting a tone for interpretation-even telling the reader how to read specific passages by pointing out allusions or references to other texts or cultural events. By seeking to manage the reading experience, the poet can work to educate her readers, filling in the gaps left within the verse by providing records of names, dates, and lists of events alluded to in the poetry. Such uses of annotation indicate women writers' engagement with forms of intellectual discourse typically reserved for men. In sum, the margins provided women writers with a space to engage in contemporary (often gendered) critical conversations and to raise their voices across the page and beyond poetic genres. Complementing the poetic reflections, these annotations showcase how Smith was able to manipulate the seemingly static place of the page in order to present her autonomy as poetscholar-despite her dismissal that "poets have never been botanists" (242n), and this dismissal despite her reliance upon John Aikin's 1789 essay, "On the Application of Natural History to the Purposes of Poetry" for justification of her fixation on botanical references. Thus, between the poem's text and paratext, Smith creates a gendered interface between reflection and objective documentation. While the poem reflects upon the many layers of British history, the notes present a catalogue of scientific terminology, classifying the various geographical, geological, and botanical references of the poem.
Literary quotations. Annotations offering direct quotations comprise 15% of the notes within the sample; these quotations are drawn most often from the Bible, from Shakespeare, and from Milton. Distinct from Classical Allusions, which I have categorized separately, literary quotations provide an intertextual framework for scholarly verse, as Anne Bannerman's Poems (1800) illustrates. Several of Bannerman's poems offer modern reinventions of ancient lore within the eighteenth-century Gothic tradition; others offer original sonnets inspired by passages from Petrarch and Goethe. In addition to these, Bannerman provides annotations of quotation to her lyric poetry, including "Verses on an Illumination for a Naval Victory." This poem, which Catherine Ingrassia has identified as being likely about the 1794 defeat of the French fleet under the command of General Howe (111), juxtaposes evocative depictions of private pain with public celebration, victory with defeat, savagery with civilization. And, within the materiality of the poem, Bannerman juxtaposes poetry with prose, text with paratext; the reader is simultaneously immersed within the poem while routinely disrupted from this immersion-a material response for the reader, perhaps, that coincides with Bannerman's own "conflicted response" (Craciun 179 ) to war. " (31n) . The reader is again taken away from the intensity of the poem, across the page, to a fanciful respite within the footnote. Backscheider focuses on this moment in the poem as a break from the "catalogue of horrors" (Elizabeth Singer Rowe 118) that mark the majority of poem, beckoning the reader to join her in the fairy realm and escape from the scenes the writer wrestles with in the verse. Bannerman does indeed step back from the horrors of war in these four lines by drawing upon the more ethereal diction associated with the fictional realm of fairies versus the somber tone of reality and warfare. But she further emphasizes this break by manipulating the materiality of the page and the attention of the reader; she harnesses the tool of the footnote to further direct the reader away from the violence in the central text and towards the imagined, liminal fairy lands alluded to in the liminal space on the page. The thirty-eight notes to this 522-line poem are all presented in this manner, offering relatively straightforward scholarly commentary, opposed to the editorial remarks and authorial reflections offered by many other kinds of notes by other women writers. Scott uses every aspect that the medium of published poetry has to offer. The paratextuality of this poem is part of the poem's very argument. Indeed, the notes are integral to Scott's project; without them, the poem would fall short of its aim of advocacy. She uses the margins to focus her argument, reversing the common structure of the scholarly and literary page-the central text is now secondary to the marginal.
Literary criticism.
Commentary on the merits of the aesthetic and moral merit of other literary works represent 9% of women poets' annotations. In Original Sonnets (1799), poet and literary critic Anna Seward pulls no punches in her marginal notes offering remarks on the Augustan Poets referenced in "Sonnet XXI." Seward (the poet) writes in the sonnet that "Proud of our lyric galaxy, I hear / Of faded Genius with supreme disdain" (1-2), and censures "those moody censors, who complain, / As Shaftesbury" had of poetry's demise. To Shaftesbury's name, Seward (the critic) appends the following: "Of the Poets, who were contemporary with Lord Shaftesbury, Dryden, Cowley, Pope, Prior, Congreve, Gay, Addison, &c, in the period which this age styles Augustan, his lordship speaks with sovereign scorn" (142n). She continues this critique, directing readers to consult the various publications falling under Shaftesbury's censure, before censuring Shaftesbury himself in closing her note:
Thus it is that the jealousy people of literary fame often feel of each other, produces the foolish and impolitic desire of decrying the general pretensions of the Age to Genius.-Their narrow selfishness leads them to betray the common cause which is their true interest to support. They persuade the credulous many, with whom envy of superior talents increases their willingness to despise, that imagination is become enervated. (143-44n)
Similarly, Seward's "Sonnet LXVII" (subtitled "On Doctor Johnson's Unjust Criticisms in his Lives of the Poets") offers a fourteen-line poetic prompt for a three-page treatise in the margins where she rails against the proverbial boy's club she sees as hindering Samuel Johnson's objectivity in his literary criticism; Seward there directs readers to consult the Hester Lynch Piozzi's editions of Johnsons letters. As Megan L. Peiser argues in "British Women Novelists and the Review Periodical, 1790-1820," paratextual spaces-margins, prefaces, etc.-easily offered women a threshold into literary criticism, allowing them to act as critics in their own right, distinct from the critics in review periodicals. Hence, for writers like Seward, the page itself becomes a dynamic tool for engaging not only the reader with the writer, but also with the reviewers, talking back to them, contradicting them, and creating a dialogue across texts.
Anthropology/Ethnography. Editorial commentary evoking travelogue-like descriptions of other peoples, places, and cultural practices constitute another 9% of the annotations in women's scholarly verse. Helen Maria Williams' Peru (1784) illustrates the juxtaposition of objective description with anthropological interpretation, transporting readers into an alter-Eden in the midst of losing its innocence: "There, lost Peruvia! bloom'd thy cultur'd scene, / The still wave, emblem of its bliss serene!" (3) (4) . In the poem, she places readers within the peaceful hills and plains covered with several varieties of trees, flowers, and fruits, and populated with various species of llamas. But, instead of allowing readers to become lost in this idyllic setting, she disrupts the poetic description with classifying and contextualizing annotations. For instance, in her descriptions of the charitable civility of the Peruvian natives, she comments on the line "While in the lap of age* she pour'd the spoils" (1.46), by stating that "*The people cheerfully assisted in reaping those fields, whose produce was given to old persons, past their labour" (60n). This charity is a far cry from the savagery depicted in several contemporary historiographies, such as the works of William Robertson and Abbé Raynal, which she cites in her anthropological
Carter contextualizes the image of the "gently winding Flood" of the Muses: "ILYSSUS, a River near ATHENS, dedicated to the Muses. On the Banks of this River, under a Plantane, PLATO lays the Scene of some of his Dialogues on Lover and Beauty" (17n). In this note glossing a particular location, she unites Greek mythology with history; she unites poetic lyricism with paratextual scholarship.
One way of making sense of Carter's transcendence of page space and generic blending is to recognize that by the eighteenth century, the Classics had long a cornerstone in Britain's literary culture. Therefore, drawing an explicit association between a woman writer's work (especially that which celebrates fellow women writers) allows for an implicit connection to an already established canon. Poetry" (83n) . This juxtaposition of romance and realism provides the reader with periodic moments of respite from the pathos of Boleyn's plea for remembrance and for mercy. Tollet maintains this rhythm of romance interrupted by reality throughout the poem. For instance, when Tollet poetically describes Boleyn's internment-"Such* fun'ral Rites alone must I receive / As Enmity confers, or Chance can give" (357-68)-she explains the funereal rites at length and in greater detail, as would become a prose historiographical account rather than poetical account: "Historians have inform'd us that this unfortunate Lady was interr'd without even the Regards of common Decency. They tell us that not so much as a Coffin was provided for her, in want of which her Body was put into an ArrowChest, and bury'd in the Tower-Chapel before the high Altar . . ." (83n). Tollet explains this burial with the detail of an antiquarian, romanticizing the past while also fixating on the material reality of the artifacts. The level of detail in the notes complements the "poetical Cast" given to the historical allusions of the verse, lending Tollet's account a sense of authority underscoring the romance of the verse epistle. The hybridization of romance and history, poetry and prose, authorial narration and editorial gloss anticipates later eighteenth-century generic developments of the Gothic and the Historical Novel.
Topography. Descriptions of geography comprise 6% of annotations; unearthing the commentary in these notes provides a unique counterpoint to many critical narratives about the implicit gendering of geographical information within poetry. Claudia Kairoff writes that "Locodescriptive, topographic, and peripatetic poems . . . Such poems often endowed the landscape with political affinities similar to those of their owners" (4), and Jacqueline Labbe reads the genre as evoking a masculine gaze over a landscape, whereas women writers would often "situate themselves within the landscape, a part of it, interactive" (Romantic xiii). Mary Chandler's popular Description of Bath (1733) To these call-outs, she appends the following remarks: "*The city of BATH is call'd in the British Language, Caër Palludar, or the City of Pallas" and "**There is now an antique Bust in the Town Hall of BATH, supposed to belong to a Roman Statue of Pallas" (5n). The landscape of the page is as intricate as the landscape Chandler describes; by traversing from the page's center to its margins, readers are thus able to follow along Chandler's tour in their armchair travels, as Kairoff suggests, while interacting in the landscape, as Labbe offers-interacting with the page. Thus, when we allow ourselves to delve into the margins of the page we can notice the nuances of arguments by poets like Chandler whose Description of Bath and its topographical annotations do more than merely describe a landscape but imbue it with political agency. In condemning the merchandizing of human souls, More poetically describes the enslaved Africans and their inherent humanity: "Plead not, in reason's palpable abuse, / Their sense of *feeling callous and obtuse" (148); she underscores their humanity with the poignant remark that "*Nothing is more frequent than this cruel and stupid argument that they do not feel the miseries inflicted on them as Europeans would do" (11n). In addition to the chastising commentary such as this, More also provides graphic descriptions of the violence exerted against those enslaved, describing the effects of toiling in the sun under conditions of starvation as well as physical and emotional torture, such as "When the sharp iron* wounds his inmost soul" (173). More couples this seemingly figurative image with the following note addressing the literal nature of the "sharp iron": "*This is not said figuratively. The writer of these lines has seen a complete set of chains, fitted to every separate limb of these unhappy, innocent men; together with instruments for wrenching open the jaws, contrived with such ingenious cruelty as would shock the humanity of an inquisitor" (13n). With these notes of pointed social criticism, More's voice commands the entire page, humanizing the scholarship, and telling "a distinctively modern, double story" (Grafton 23 ) that allows us to "hear the missteps of biases, and hear pathos, subtle decisions, scandal and anger" (Zerby 5) , actuating the various tensions inherent in the ideology and presentation of a persuasive text.
Placing the Margins at the Center of Conversation
The margins of women's writing are utilized in complex ways, as the examples above illustrate. The range of voices that these women are able to raise across the page evince the dynamism inherent in women's intellectual history. Jennie Batchelor and Cora Kaplan write that "where women's writing was once seen to occupy the margin of literary culture, it now takes centre stage" (4). I take Batchelor and Kaplan's notion of marginal occupation literally, and I suggest that we read the margins of women's writing in order to more fully understand their engagement with scholarly authority within verse forms. The textual, marginal framework of literary quotation, historical reference, political commentary, and so forth, illustrates Shari Benstock's claim that "to read a footnote is to be reminded of the inherent multitextuality of all texts" (220n2); indeed, it is through the footnotes that readers, as Benstock observes, are "continually called to attention by the text and brought into collaboration with the author " (207) . If the various degrees of multitextuality, collaboration, and editorializing commentary can be reduced to a single claim of intent or effect on women's scholarly verse, I would argue that by annotating their poetry, women writers not only create a canon of women's literature and literary history, but also implicitly position their poems within a larger canon with the various references, allusions, and scholarly citations throughout the long eighteenth century.
Although a few women writers continued working within this form into the nineteenth century (most notably Felicia Dorothea Hemans and Mary Russell Mitford), the scholarly lyric was coopted by male writers working more explicitly within a Romantic milieu, including Walter Scott, Robert Southey, and Byron. Accordingly, most scholarship on footnotes at the turn of the eighteenth century treats annotated poetry as an esoteric and Romantic genre. 3 Nevertheless, as the distant reading provided here demonstrates, women's scholarly verse has deep roots and wide acceptance in eighteenth-century women's writing. And there is much work yet to be done in accounting for the variety of authorities and approaches with which women writers engaged in the margins, through both distant and close readings.
None of this is to say that male writers were not incorporating annotation into their verses or that only women could write in this genre. James Grainger, for example, presents readers with extensive annotations in his poem, The Sugar-Cane: A Poem in Four Books with Notes (1764). These "intentionally didactic" annotations allow the work to serve as a horticultural primer complementary to the panegyrics of the verse, addressing Grainger's complaint that "so little has been published on the cultivation of the Sugar-Cane" (vi). The lengthy commentary and close focus on the botanical information certainly anticipates later eighteenth-century productions of Erasmus Darwin, Anna Seward, and Charlotte Smith. Likewise, Thomas Gray heavily annotated his early poetry in a quasi-Gothic mode anticipatory of the later Romantics-and doing so despite his disparaging remarks to Horace Walpole that "I do not love notes . . . . They are signs of weakness and obscurity. If a thing cannot be understood without them, it had better be not understood at all" (15). Sharing this attitude towards annotation, Samuel Johnson remarked in his "Preface to Shakespeare" that "Notes are often necessary, but they are necessary evils" (299). Such contradicting claims and actions are not as present in women's literary history or commentary upon the textual aesthetic or political agendas underlying their works. Furthermore, given that Johnson is easily cast as the antagonist in Anna Seward's literary critical career, it may only be natural that she would seek to distance her own poetic authority, identity, and aesthetic from that of Johnson-and that she would voice her criticism of Johnson within the "necessary evil" of a note ("Sonnet LXVII") .
Lastly, it is worth noting that many of the women writers discussed here, in their engagement with scholarly verse, sought to compose complementary accounts of women's literary, political, and social history. And, when women specifically are not the primary focus of the poetry and annotations, other marginalized groups are, such as indigenous populations, slaves, and immigrants. We see this focus on the margins and marginalized in many of the examples above, from Charlotte Smith's own subjectivity in "Beachy Head" (1807), Mary Scott's reshaping of the British literary canon and celebration of women's achievements in The Female Advocate (1774), Anna Seward's revision of Samuel Johnson's male-centric canon in Original Sonnets (1799), Helen Maria Williams' extension of sympathy for oppressed populations, represented by the conquered Incas in Peru (1784), Elizabeth Tollet's celebration of Anne Boleyn's legacy in "Anne Boleyn to King Henry VIII. An Epistle" (1724) , and Hannah More's description of a female slave's struggles along with her overall abolitionist project in Slavery (1788). In adopting this focus on subjugated populations, and particularly their focus on women, these poets join the chorus of voices providing a "rallying cry" for women's historiography throughout the eighteenth century (Looser 1), with accounts of women's roles in domestic and political developments and accounts written by women. The narrative of women's literary history composed through the symbiosis of text and paratext presents a "history emphasizing the role of women or told from a woman's point of view; also, a piece of historical writing by or about women" ("herstory") , termed "herstory." Thus, in excavating the long-eighteenth-century genre of women's scholarly verse, we discover an alternate "herstory" written in the margins. This distant reading of women's poetry that I offer lends a new angle for unpacking Isobel Armstrong and Virginia Blair's assertion that "women's poetry reconfigures a customary epistemological binary, mind and body, revising eighteenth-century philosophical assumptions about mind and body, and probing the implications for a new understanding of social organization" (viii). Likewise, taking note of this paratextual trend offers a new way of thinking about Backscheider's assessment that "the women poets of the 1790s had inherited and brought to maturity the potential for power in the public sphere" (Eighteenth-Century 8), as well as for recontextualizing Mellor's argument for the "relentlessly didactic" and "explicitly political" (85) position of the female poet and the inherently didactic nature of her poetry. Yet, it is no new claim that women writers harnessed their political agency within poetry, and that in their poetry they raised issues of literary, historical, sociological, and political criticism. What is novel in this approach, however, is the attention I give to the material margins themselves in the writings of a marginalized community. Reading this prevalent yet overlooked form of women's poetry more distantly, while also closely reading the annotations, promises to open up exciting and productive avenues of conversation about the unique ways poetry served as a site of and structure for intellectual exploration in the eighteenth century.
